The Bowmen of Glen Gallain
Martin Petrie, Kilninver.
Two place names stared out at me from Bleau’s Atlas Novus first
published in 1654. Leckich and Laggan Argit appeared on the Lorne map,
(although it is generally accepted that mapmaker Timothy Pont’s work
from the late 1500s and early 1600s contributed a lot to this publication).
Today’s motorists wouldn’t notice these places on the flanks of Glen
Gallain, the northern side of the Pass of Melfort. Although old drover’s
tracks and various later road realignments have chopped from one side of
the glen to the other, even some earlier travellers might not have spotted
the
settlements
while in this heavily
wooded
glen.
William
Roy’s
Military Survey of
Scotland, 1747-1755
does not name these
settlements
individually but they
are clearly marked
as townships. It also
shows
another
cluster of buildings
close to Leckich that
I have not identified
due to the forestry.
In the Valuation of
Argyll from 1751
Leckich is given a
value
of
4
merklands and the
smaller Laggan as 2
merklands.
Introduced in the
13th century the land
Sketch map of Glen Gallain
value of a merkland
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was 1¾d and it can be said that by working with the valuation, population
estimates and statistical accounts of the time a merkland could support up
to ten people.
My first attempt at locating Leckich (Leckie, NM 841191) was partly
delayed by being unable to ford the roaring Glen Gallain burn. Instead I
took a detour starting from the wide lay-by half a mile or so up the glen,
first coming on one
of the ubiquitous
sheepfolds of the
area, sadly with
larch trees growing
and collapsed all
through it, but in
otherwise excellent
condition. Slightly
further on there was
a good view through
into Lagganmore,
Scammadale; this
made me think of
Sabhal nan Cnamh
or the Barn of the
Bones
incident.
Alasdair McDonald
burnt alive local
Campbells,
including the old,
and women and
children, who were
trapped in a barn in Glen Scammadale, when he rampaged through Argyll
during the Scottish Civil War (Lord Archibald Campbell, 1885). The
inhabitants of Leckich may have looked down on the horror of that scene
in the 1640s and may also have suffered eviction, or fear the likes of us
have never experienced. Less brutally, in the 1700s a local landlord
wanting to improve his lands was slightly kinder in posting removal
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notices on tenant’s doors as well as Kilninver church door (McGeachy,
2006).
As the weather worsened I was delighted to come on the settlement,
perched as it was either side of a deep burn at around 348 feet on the west
side of the valley. There were five buildings, two on the SE side of the
burn and three on the NW side with an enclosure attached. For once there
was enough walling left to give a good impression of the remaining
buildings, some being over head height and likely to be the thatch level
and with nicely curved corners. The quality of the masonry in one was
very high with close-fitting dressed freestone and minimum mortar used
(see detailed picture below).
Building no. 2 with
doorways opposite each
other suggests it may
have been a barn.
Directly beside this (2a)
there is a circular mossy
covered banking and as
yet I am not convinced
of its relevance or
significance.
Interestingly,
Roy’s
Military Survey shows
the settlement to be all
on the SE side of the
burn
and
showing
cultivation
stretching
further
back.
Unfortunately we can’t
get an impression of this
due to the forest. There
are other features partly
visible
within
the
structures, which I shall
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not go into at present. Further visits to Leckich were easier by fording the
burn and following an old dyke right to the township.
John Campbell in Leckich (Old Parish Records) may well have watched
Roy and his surveyors around that time after the ‘45 rebellion, and later in
1767 his daughter Ann married Duncan McDairmid, bowman in Leckich
where they brought up family. Around the same time a Duncan Campbell
and his wife Ann McDairmid were also having family here. Duncan
Campbell is also recorded as bowman in the parish records. My first
thoughts were archers but that age was past; the dictionary describes a
bowman as oarsman nearest the bow of the boat, but that seemed unlikely.
The answer came from the Scotland’s People occupation list. A bowman
was a sub tenant who farmed a tenant’s cows for a season. This would fit
in as the Braes of Lorn were known for their good pasture land.
In Argyll many would have endured bad growing seasons, crop failures,
even to eat the seed corn between 1790s and 1820s (Nancy Black, 1999).
Later on there was potato famine and tenants’ petitions over the high rents.
By 1851 Mary Campbell and daughter Jane lived in one building while
Mary McPhail and her two young children lived in another (1851 census).
Both women were labourer’s wives and all natives of Kilninver except
Mary McPhail who was born on the Isle of Gigha.
Around the time of the 1st edition Ordnance Survey six inch sheets (1871),
the O.S. Name Book refers to Leckie, once a farm steading “in ruins.”
Perhaps it was temporarily empty or a name given to a specific building
not identifiable today ? The 1871 census enumerator writes it as Lecky
but today’s anglicised spelling remains Leckie. In Gaelic there are
numerous possibilities but ‘leac’ can mean flat stone or slab, grave, slate
or cheek, while other sources favour stony slopes and bare summits. The
last occupant I found in the 1881 Census was Jean Campbell, a 70 year old
pauper. By the time of the 1891 and 1901 censuses there is no mention of
the settlement. It may still have been used seasonally for shepherds into
the 20th century, as there is some corrugated iron in one section of building
no. 4.
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Having enjoyed this I set off to see Laggan an Airgid. What a grand spot,
about 566 feet up on the east side of the glen, close to the Braes of Lorn.
These ruins, more substantial including the main building (no. 1) at almost
17m long, a gable end remaining almost full height and a proper lintel
fireplace, were the largest I had come upon. Three buildings are visible,
Roy’s map suggests more, but being a military survey, township positions
might have been more important than the actual number of buildings.
Furthest back was the smallest (no. 3) and nearby no. 2 building had
doorways opposite each other again to suggest a barn. Fairly close by
there is also a sheepfold in good condition.

View of the remains of Laggan an Airgid townhship
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In 1763 John Sinclair and his wife Sarah McInnes lived up here where
they continued to have family through the 1770s (Old Parish Records).
John was also a bowman. By 1851 the Census gives us Duncan
McDairmid a tenant
farmer of five acres,
living with his widowed
mother Ann as well as
his daughter and son in
law Duncan McCallum.
In the 1871 census Ann
McDairmid, now 80
and still living with
another son, Archibald,
and farming with a
shepherd Neil Sinclair
resident.
It is quite
likely the families of
both settlements were
closely related, as in
those days many did not
travel more than a few
miles from home. The
property is not listed in
the 1891 and 1901
censuses,
which
suggests
it
wasn’t
occupied
all
year.
There
are
several
Sketch map of Laggan an Airgid townhship.
McDairmid graves in
the
old
graveyard
(Angel Hill) at Kilninver.
Hugh McCowan, the farmer living in
Corrylorn in 1901 is given as farming Laggan an Airgid in a 1910
valuation.
Local farmer, Peter Menzies of Corrylorn, informs me that at some point
the Laggan farmhouse suffered a fire but he couldn’t specify a date.
Peter’s father who had bought it back in the 1950s had recalled that the
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man who used to farm it stayed in a wooden hut during the summer
months, not far in from the Blàren road end. It previously belonged to the
Duke of Argyll, but had it ever belonged to Breadalbane ? Time dictates
that this and other questions must wait for me doing more research.
I didn’t pay much attention to the name Laggan an Airgid at first, thinking
it had to do with sheilings, but after speaking to a local I learnt that it
might have something to do with money. The dictionary gives ‘airgid’ as
money or silver perhaps coming from the old Irish argat and argit. While
this is intriguing the origins of the name may well remain a mystery.
Purchasing these two atlas books (The Bleau Atlas of Scotland and The
Great Map) were a must, as I enjoy studying maps and they are an
important part of the historical record, but there is so much more which I
only touch on here. In this case these ruins on the edge of Breadalbane
lands may only be from the late 18 th or 19th century, but through the names
it could be said the sites have been used for 300 years or more before final
abandonment.
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